
Delightfully Designed 

Haworth Accessories



Haworth Accessories are designed to help you 

create workspaces that inspire productivity and 

keep you comfortable. Our full range of accessories 

equips your environment with better organization, 

a streamlined workflow, and a personal touch.



Division of Labor

Claim Your Space
Support your working style with  
a versatile set of tools that shape  
your workspace to your personality. 

Haworth Accessories let everyone  
in the office personalize their space 
while maintaining an aesthetically 
cohesive environment.
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Voyage Light
This elegant, high-performance task light is the perfect 
ergonomic companion. It features three articulating joints, 
dimmable touch-technology, and exceptionally long-lasting 
LEDs. The optional occupancy sensor increases efficiency by 
automatically shutting off when no activity is detected. 
Finishes: White, Black, Silver

Personal Space

 Every Inch Matters
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Hanging Sorter
This two-section divider 
moves belongings off  
your desk to maximize 
working space and help  
you organize and prioritize. 
Finishes: Graphite, Snow

2

Pixo Light
Direct light where you  
need it most with this  
highly flexible swiveling  
LED task light. 
See next page for details.
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Mini Shelf
Hold anything from sticky 
notes to personal items.
Finishes: Graphite, Snow

 

4

Hanging Paper Tray
Keep larger items like 
documents, books, and 
notepads organized  
and at arm’s reach. 
Finishes: Graphite, Snow

5

Tool Cup
Stash pens and pencils 
where they’re ready to grab 
whenever you need them. 
Finishes: Graphite, Snow

6

Accessories Kit
A three-part kit includes  
two small trays and a bud 
vase to style your workspace. 
Finish: Snow

7

Screen Rail
Available in single- or double-
sided versions, the screen 
rail lets you hang accessories 
from divider screens.
Available in Painted Trim colors.
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Pixo Light
This playful LED task light is offered at an accessible price 
point, making it easy to add a stylish, sustainable light to every 
workspace. The integrated USB port lets you charge  
your mobile device while you work. 
Finishes: White, Black, Silver
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Open C Cubby
Perfect for storing books and binders or creating 
visual privacy. Available with solid or slotted back 
(as shown) for hanging accessories.
Available in Painted Trim colors.

2

L Screen
Add privacy and discreet space division to  
your workspace. Available in solid and slotted 
metal (as shown) for hanging accessories. 
Available in Painted Trim colors.

3

Base Tray & Reference Shelf
Accommodate the Reference Shelf and L Screen, 
or use it as a base for your Accessories Kit. The 
tray includes a cable slot for charging devices. 
Available in Painted Trim colors.

4

Systems Tile
Connected to the face of your workstation panel, 
this tile adds functionality to vertical surfaces.
Available in Painted Trim colors.

5

Hanging Paper Tray
Create an organizational system that works for 
filers and pilers alike. 
Finishes: Charcoal, Snow
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Extend Arm
The Extend Arm moves your monitor out of the way, 
offering a long reach for deep work surfaces and a high 
degree of adjustability at an entry level price point.
Available (Single/Double) in Silver, Black, White.

4

Adjustable Post Arm 
An articulating arm on a post attachment allows for  
the most height adjustability without the use of a tool.
Available (Single/Double) in Silver, White, Black, Polished.

5

Advanced Adjustable Arm
This is easily the most attractive and streamlined monitor 
arm on the market. Clean lines and a sleek aesthetic 
maximize workspace comfort.
Available (Single/Double) in Black, Silver.

6

Heavy Duty Arm
Designed to accommodate up to 40 lbs of weight,  
this arm allows you to move the monitor in and out.  
The post mechanism provides height adjustment. 
Available (Single/Double) in Black, Silver.

7

Post & Link Arm 
This arm has a long reach and allows large screens  
to be mounted to a work surface. 
Available (Single/Double) in Black or Silver.

Ergonomic  
Work Tools

Maximize 
Comfort 

1

Thin Profile  
Adjustable Keyboard Pad (AKP)
Keep keyboards discreetly below 
the work surface with this tray.  
It features a dial tilt, lift, and  
lock mechanism to allow single-
handed adjustment and a visual 
grid to help you remember your 
comfort zone settings.

2

Desk Blotter
Available in many sizes, the desk 
blotter protects the work surface 
while adding style to your desk. 
The ergonomic edge is available 
for 3mm and knife-edge options.
Available in Brisa and Wuhl fabrics.



File Drawer Insert

Hold Everything 
(and anything)
 
 
 
 
 
 

Meet Today’s Storage Needs 
Workstyles are changing, and the contents of desk storage  
have shifted from paper files to personal items. Developed  
by the Haworth Design Studio, the File Drawer Insert converts  
a 12-inch lateral file drawer into two 6-inch compartments  
that are well suited for storing multiple personal items. 

At An Arm’s Length or at Your Fingertips
Instead of digging for your supplies in a large drawer,  
you’ll find everything in your workstation has a home.  
Utility and personal trays create layers within a drawer or  
serve as freestanding tools on the work surface. Dividers and 
drawer liners improve functionality. The File Drawer Insert  
also accommodates Haworth hanging accessories, including  
the pencil cup and mini shelf, for added organization.

Power Up Inside
Tidy up your workstation by hiding those unsightly power 
cords. The File Drawer Insert allows you to run power directly 
into your drawer so you can conveniently charge electronic  
and mobile devices—without crawling under your desk to 
reach an outlet.

Finishes: Smoke, Accent Red 

Deluxe Option Includes: One drawer liner (Charcoal), three dividers 
(Snow), and one personal device tray with ring division (Snow)

Compatible with new and existing X Series®, V Series®, and 950 Files



Blending practical organization and personal style, our work 
accessories let people personalize their space for optimal comfort 
and productivity. Express yourself, and shape a workspace that 
works for you.

Post and Link Arms Adjustable Post ArmsAdvanced Adjustable Arms Heavy Duty Adjustable Arms

Fixed Mount CPU Holder Adjustable CPU Holder Adjustable Laptop Holder Adjustable Footrest

Technology & Ergonomics

Extend Arms

Locking Tilt AKP Dial Tilt AKP Sit to Stand AKPDial Tilt Extended Arm AKP Thin Profile AKP 21" Keyboard Tray 
with Swivel Mouse Pad

21" Keyboard Tray 
without Mouse Pad

27" Keyboard Tray 
with Space for Mousing

Adjustable  
Document Holder

Desktop Reference Shelf

Screen RailOpen C Cubby

Blotter

Hanging Paper TrayPaper Tray Tool Cup

Hanging Sorter

Mini Shelf

Hanging Reference Shelves (Small & Large)Blotter Reference ShelfBase Tray

Accessory Kit: Square Tray,  
Rectangle Tray, Bud Vase

Desktop Accessories Hanging Accessories

Desktop L ScreenEnd of Run  
Territory Screen

Shared Territory Screen L Territory Screen Structural Screen Tile Systems Tile

Space Division & Screens

Standard File Drawer Insert Deluxe File Drawer Insert Dividers Personal Device Tray Pencil Tray Personal Tray Drawer Liner

File Drawer Insert

Lighting

Voyage Light Pixo Light



For more information call 800.344.2600 or 616.393.3000.
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